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WELCOME TO TRANSACT
Welcome to another edition of our Transact newsletter.
The security of payments transactions and associated
cardholder data remains a criticallydebated subject and
we're excited to be speaking at Money20/20 later this month
on this very important issue. In partnership with Intel, we are
working to encourage organizations to take a more holistic
approach to protecting the flow of payment data and go
beyond the requirements of PCI DSS. If you are attending
the event I hope you can join us.
If you have any questions on any of the topics raised in this
edition of the newsletter please contact your account
manager or email solutions@tnsi.com.
Lisa Shipley
Executive Vice President and Managing Director
TNS Payment Network Solutions

TNS Commits to American Dial
Market with Dual Diverse Network
TNS has launched a dual diverse network for its dial
payments traffic, giving acquirers full redundancy and
fail over capabilities through one supplier relationship.
The service, which is now live across the US and
Canada, provides two different and distinct networks to
carry dial payment transactions and utilizes multiple
telecommunications firms.
Lisa Shipley, Executive Vice President and Managing Director of TNS' Payment Network
Solutions, said: "We're delighted to be offering this service to acquirers across the US and
Canada. Deploying alternative traffic across multiple routes provides vital resiliency and helps to
ensure stability and continuity of service for consumers, but until now acquirers had to use
different providers to meet this need. Today we're proud to be the first to offer this service under
one roof."
Read More

TNS Makes Strategic Appointment
Industry expert George Zirkel has joined TNS as Senior Vice President and Head of Global
Payments Strategy.

George will work closely with the TNS leadership team as well as
its incountry teams across the Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific
regions. Prior to joining TNS, George held senior roles at mobile
payments firm TabbedOut and First Data Corporation, and he has
also worked with SurePay and FleetBoston Financial Corporation.
View George's LinkedIn Profile

Join TNS at Money 20/20
George Zirkel will be attending Money20/20 in Las Vegas
alongside Lisa Shipley, TNS' CEO Mike Keegan and Vice
President of Global Product Management, Tiffany Trent
Abram.
You can catch the team at meeting pod #1447 and hear
George speak on taking a holistic approach to payments
data security at 10am on Wednesday October 26th in
Murano room on Level 3 of The Venetian.
Read more

Biometric Payments Take
Center Stage
TNS has published a new video which gives a
revealing insight into consumer attitudes to
biometric payments.
The video charts some interesting findings from
a survey commissioned by TNS among
Australian, US and British adults, including
whether people are already embracing this new technology and what forms of biometric payment
they might be willing to make in the future.
Watch Video

TNS Connects the Global Payments
Marketplace
With over two decades of experience, TNS has
established an extensive network that spans the globe.
This new connectivity map showcases the robust
infrastructure which enables TNS to securely manage the
delivery of more than 20 billion payments transactions
annually.

View Heat Connectivity Map

Product Focus: TNSConnect2All
TNS continues to expand the reach of its
TNSConnect2All global message translation
service. Check out our new infographic for an
overview of how this solution works and what
benefits it could deliver to your business.
View Infographic

TNS Featured in PaymentEye
TNS' profile on PaymentEye has been boosted over the
last few months with four more interviews with key
spokespeople.
Mark Collins, David Campoy, Giovanni Mistè and
Gustavo Medina provided insights into a range of
payments topics, including instant payments, cross
border connectivity, market consolidation and
encryption, among others.
Read PaymentEye Articles
Mark Collins  David Campoy  Giovanni Mistè  Gustavo Medina

Data Breaches Under the Microscope
With data breaches continuing to make headlines around
the world, our latest set of infographics looks at their
impact on the industry and whether organizations are
doing enough to protect themselves.
Data breaches still a major threat  fact sheet
Do employees present the biggest risk?
Security incidents highlight industries under
attack
Data security still not a priority
What challenges influence security strategies?
Data breach detection weaknesses
What motivates cyber criminals?

Advance Notice: Network Freeze Dates

The 2016/2017 TNS network freeze dates have been set as 23 November to 4 January.
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